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Abstract
Sub-cultures exist where there is a conflict between the needs or beliefs of a sub
section of a culture and the dominant ideology. The dominant ideology. t hat is the
ideology of those who hold hegemonic power, is so pervasive that it is eventually not
even seen as an ideology, but as natural. Therefore anything contrary to the
dominant ideology may be considered unnatural.

Although homosexuality has remained a constant element of human beha,iour,
giving rise in the 20th century to the gay sub-culture, the attitudes of dominant
society have varied in relation to the signs of that sub-culture, from open hostili ty
and violence, through toleration to acceptance. The interchange between dominant
culture and sub-culture is always in flux, blurred by the influences that cross the
boundaries, boundaries that are not and cannot be clearly defin ed .

For many gay men , living in Darwin is a lifestyle choice. An important consideration
when making a choice to live in Darwin is the outdoor lifestyle, which has long been
accepted as one of Darwin's great advantages.

A major feature of Darwin domestic architecture, particularly in the older suburbs, is
the blurring of the boundary between the inside and the outside, public and private.
One of the privileges that gay men have always had is being able to choose whom
they share the knowledge of their gayness with. There is extended debate in both Ga y
and Queer circles about the u ses and meanings of the private, closeted or interior
space as opposed to the public, out, exterior. Because of the open design of Darwin
houses and the use of the garden as an extension of the house gay men find
themselves in the potentially threatening position that their neighbours know and
are involved in their intimate business, which may evoke violent responses from less
tolerant neighbours.

2

My work is about the barriers that members of the gay community in

Darv.~

create

in order to carry on their existences in a community that prides itself on its tolerance

but which also has an underlying level of violence considered to be amongst the
highest in the country.

The work hinges on the interaction between dominant culture and the gay subculture, the point at which that interaction takes place and the nature of that
interaction. The work describes the intricate and dynamic nature of the interface
between the sub-culture and the dominant culture. Ambiguities and complexities in
the work are intentional.

"If identifiable gay or lesbian aesthetic styles or

sensibilities exist, they exist in multiplicity, and in complex, fluid sociological
constructs, never simply gay or lesbian." Blake p6 1995. Louvre windows, which
serve as an indicator of place, allow for the passage of elements from one space to
the other, and can be adjusted so that interchange is regulated. Screen doors, which
are similar to those used on old Darwin houses, allow for the interrupted passage of
elements from one area to another.

3

Introduct ion

Although homosexuality has remained a constant element of human beha...-iour.
giving rise in the 20th century to the gay sub-culture, the attitudes of the dominant
society have varied in relation to the signs of that sub-culture. from hostility and
violence, to tolerance to acceptance. The interchange between dominant culture and
sub-culture is always in flux, blurred by the influences that cross the boundaries.
boundaries that are not and cannot be clearly defined.

This paper will identify the western homosexual subculture within dominant culture.
discuss the construction of the homosexual and how the homosexual man exists
within society today. It will also discuss the nature and existence of "Gay Art". I will
describe Darwin's homosexual sub culture in a historical context in order to explore
the way in which it interacts with the broader society. Finally I will discuss the
development of my work in Darwin.

There is extended debate in both Gay and Queer circles about the uses and meanings
of the private, closeted or interior space as opposed to the public, out, exterior space.
My work investigates the interaction between dominant culture and the gay subculture, the point at which that interaction takes place and the nature of that
interaction.

4

Sub Culture
Sub-cultures exist where there is a difference between the needs of a small section of
a culture and the dominant ideology. Some subcultures are based on style that is
assumed often as a challenge to dominant powers," the challenge to hegemony which
subcultures represent is not issued directly by them. Rather it is e}..-pressed obliquely
in style"! . However, the homosexual subculture is defined by sexual orientation that
is not assumed.

Men do not choose to be gay in order to challenge the statu s quo.

Homosexual subculture crosses classes, crosses borders and has crossed t he ages.

Whilst a homosexual subculture has existed for many years it was not until after the
second world war that it became "common knowledge". The homosexual subculture
up until this point was secretive and consisted of private clubs and m eetings. Fear of
discovery was paramount; so often elaborate screening and security arrangements
were made to ensure that only like minded people gained access. Eventually people
became sick of the subterfuge and secrecy, and groups were formed to bring
homosexual issues to the public's attention. Early groups included the 1950's
Mattachine Society in New York. The Mattachine Society and other groups paved
the way for an emerging political consciousness and eventually in the late 1960's and
1970's the notion of Gay Liberation became established. Gay Liberation took its
direction from the civil rights and women's movements and often all three groups
participated in the same rallies and demonstrations.

Gay Liberation was saying "we are no different from you - we don't want anything
else but the same rights as you". With this as the basis, groups worked on changing
laws that outlawed homosexual activity and held campaigns that attempted to tell
the community that homosexuals were "normal" and did not need "curing". Slogans
such as "I'm glad to be gay" typified the sentiment of the time.

1

pp 18 Hebidge Dick. Subculture: The Meaning of Style.
Methuen. New York. 1979.
5

In the 1980's gay liberation gave way to coalition politics; gay men and le.;;bians

joined forces. The messages were fundamentally the same. but diversity amongst
homosexuals was recognised. The AIDS epidemic also helped to establish the
coalitionist approach because of the need to work together to help O\'ercome the
challenges that the disease presented.

In many cases AIDS helped to quicken the pace oflaw r eform because go\'ernments

realised that people would not come forward for testing or treatment while the
implication was that they were involved in an illegal practice ie homose>..'Uality. With
the decriminalisation of homosexual "acts", political groups put their efforts into
demanding anti discrimination legislation, better access to treatments and as a
result of the many deaths from AIDS equal rights for same sex partners, including
such things as access to superannuation, carers pensions and recognition under wills.

The era of Gay Liberation and Lesbian and Gay coalitionist politics was marked by a
demand for equality. The Gay Rights ideology was, " we are no different from anyone
else so we demand the same rights".

By the 1990's many of the gay rights activists had either succumbed to AIDS or
were too tired to campaign any more. Queer Politics emerged as the contemporary
discourse within the homosexual subculture, its proponents, Queers, emerged as
outspoken provocateurs. Queer politics had its beginnings in groups such as Act Up
which were formed out of frustration with the slow response of governments to the
AIDS epidemic. Act Up pulled no punches, it was in your face with campaigns
designed to shock. Many members of the gay community were uncomfortable with
Act Up, believing it got people off side and did more harm than good.

6

While Gay and Queer Politics have differing ideologies' an over riding difference is a
generational one. "The controversial attempt to reclaim a previously negative term
(Queer) has become the symbol of the emerging generation gap in the gay

\"JO·orld~ ~.

While Gay Liberation wanted acceptance and integration, the queer moYement
wanted its difference and right to be different recognised. "Queerness as opposed to
gayness or lesbianism or for that matter straightness, is becoming a term which
subverts or confuses group definition rather than fostering it"3 Queer Theory is antiassirnilationist and auspices a sexual identity that defies definition, an identity in
flux. Queer groups in America and Australia try to be inclusive of all groups who
identify as different, because of their sexual identity.

While the idea of se:x-ual

freedom based on a fluid sexuality may be fashionable, it leads to difficulties m
deciding the groups collective agenda and therefore the groups effectiveness m
lobbying is limited. The Gay Movement represents a smaller group of individuals
whose interests are much more focused, for this reason it is a much more effective
lobby group. As a result the Gay Movement and gay men sometimes incur the scorn
of supporters of Queer.

A 1996 conference in Perth called Queer Collaborations aimed at University
students from around the country was ostensibly for people who identified as Queer.
The participants were very careful to respect the rights of every minority group
represented at the conference with the exception of one group, (older) gay men.

The

younger Queers attacked the institutions that were set up by gay men, they
attacked the gay men themselves, they even attacked the institutions, gay and
straight, that funded their participation in the conference.

They failed to

acknowledge that without all the work done by the previous generation of gay men
there would be no Queer collaboration.

2 pp 25 Blake N, Rinder L, Scholder A (Eds ). In a Different Light.
City Lights Books. San Fransico. 1995.
3 pp 5 Blake 1995
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Youthful ignorance or exuberance could explain the actions of these people . indeed
Nyland Blake states "Young artists are often reinventing the wheel much to the
consternation of those who have been around long enough to r emember the first
version." 4

.

Power and Society

In the 19th century "the perverse" became a group rather than an attribute.

Previously sodomy had been considered a sin that could be tolerated. but now
homosexuals became a group, "the sodomite was a recidivist the homosexual was a
species"

5 .

In recognising homosexuals as a "species", medicine gave those that they

sought to categorise and control the voice and the vocabulary to fight for their rights.
In "A History of Sexuality" Foucault states, "... nineteenth century psychiatry, ... on
the species and sub species of homosexuality, ... made possible a strong advance of
social controls into this area of "perversity''; but it also made possible the formation
of a "reverse" discourse: homosexuality began to speak on its own behalf, ... often
using the same vocabulary, using the same categories by which it was medically
disqualified"

6.

By defining homosexuals as a group they were given a strategic

advantage that became strategic power.

Strategic power rather than power based in the law allows for a discourse between
the dominant and the dominated. This discourse means that the power relationship
can be challenged and changed. "The symbiosis in which ideology and social order
production and reproduction are linked is neither fixed nor guaranteed... The
consensus can be fractured, challenged, overruled"

7 .

27 Blake 1995
5 Foucault Michel. The History of Sexuality
Penguin Books. Harmondsworth. 1976.
6 pp 101 Foucault 1976
7 pp 17 Hebdige1979
4 pp
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In the US through a process of "Referendums and Initiatives" a relati...-ely small
number of people can cause a vote on repealing or removing a law that has been
passed by the State Legislature or City or County government.

The number of

petitioners can be as low as 90,000 in a jurisdictions population of 3.500.000 .
Extremist religious groups use this law to constantly challenge laws that are
supportive of Homosexuals. A law in the State of Maine that extended the non discrimination laws to include sexual orientation was just removed in a referendum in
January 1998. It's very tough to have to repeatedly fight to retain nondiscrimination laws that have been so long and difficult in getting passed in the first
place.

The situation in Australia is also in flux, after a long period of stable government that
was either supportive of gay rights or at least not opposed to them. There is now a
conservative government. Progressive Equal Opportunity and Anti Discrimination
laws that were hard fought for seem set to be challenged. Many of the laws
supportive of other minority groups, such as Aboriginals and Immigrants, are being
challenged and it seems likely that some of the rights for homosexuals t hat were
enshrined in law may also be at risk.

Construction of the Homosexual
When considering how a gay man exists within society it is important to consider how
that person's identity is constructed.

However far from the truth the historical

construct of the homosexual may be it informs or misinforms popular attitudes
today. Foucault described the 19th Century construct of the homosexual as "a
personage, a past, a case history, and a childhood, in addition to being a type of life, a
life form, and a morphology, with an indiscreet anatomy and possibly a mysterious
physiology. Nothing that went into his total composition was unaffected by his
sexuality" 8

.

8 pp 43 Foucault 1976
9

This description is limited as it describes a one dimensional being.

Medical and

scientific studies from that time were also limited not only by the subjects that were
available to study, mostly inmates of the insane asylum or the jails, but by the
definition that these professions placed on homosexuals. "it (his homosexuality) wa s
there, insidious and indefinitely active principle written immodestly on his face and
his body because it was a secret that always gave itself away." 9

Until recently this image was reinforced in popular movies and TV. In America. The
1930 Motion Picture Production Code, by which the motion picture industry
regulated itself, ensured that positive images of homosexuals were excluded from
popular Hollywood movies. The code was later strengthened, "borderline gay
characters fell into well worn innuendo and sissy credentials, but said the same
things"

10.

In 1961, at the suggestion that the code be loosened, the Motion Picture

Herald printed, "homosexuality does not represent correct standards of life by any
stretch of the imagination" ... dealing with homosexuals would "create sympathy for
those who violate both Divine and human law by perverted acts"

11 .

Religious groups including the Catholic Church, had considerable influence on the
standards set in the film industry

12

and they continue to spread misinformation

about homosexuals using archaic studies to support their propaganda. Dr Shryock in
his book, fiOn Becoming a Manti, a book designed to give young people information
about growing up, coyly names his chapter dealing with homosexuality, "Some
Questions Answered". The Chapter begins, "It is proper for us to consider briefly the
background of the tendency to homosexuality and the scientific reasons why some
persons develop this distorted view towards life"

13 •

Shryock goes on in the most

unscientific manner to put his own distorted view on homosexuality.

pp 43 Foucault 1976
10 pp 31 Russo Vito. The Celuloid Closet.
Harper and Row. New York. 1987.
11 pp 122 Russo 1987
12 pp 3 1 Russo 1987
13 pp 44 Shryock Harold . On Becoming a Man.
Review and Herald. Washington DC. 1951.
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"Everything a Teenage Boy Should Know", an even more insidious book "'"as wri tten
in Australia by Dr John F. Knight in the 1970s for the Australasian Confer ence

Association Limited. The chapter addressing homosexual issues establishes an antihomosexual stance with its title, "Artificial Sex". The author groups masturbation
and homosexuality as abnormalities. He laughs off the existence of homosexual love
and describes homosexual sex as, "The method most commonly attributed to males
indulging in this form of sexual gratification is intercourse (if such a word can be used
in this context) with their male partner via the back passage. Most norma] people

would regard this form of indulgence as less than attractive, and indeed downright
repulsive"

14 .

Knight goes on to describe homosexuality as "entirely immoral in a so

called "Christian" society" and accuses homosexuals of being spreaders of venereal
disease in need of psychiatric help and of being paedophiles, "Homosexuals are
always on the lookout for new recruits. They prefer young m en". He concludes t he
chapter , "There is little doubt that once entrapped in the snare, you could destroy
your own life, your chances of academic progress, your physical vitality, and above

all, your Christian welfare"

15

.

This all may seem laughable and melodramatic but

this book was on the shelves of my home when I was growing up, although I never
read it I'm sure that it informed the attitudes of my parents. The propaganda
continues today, a film shown around Australia by "The Potters House" was recently
banned in New Zealand as it sought to discriminate against homosexuals.

Contrary to these images, gay men live multifaceted lives and occupy most parts of
the community. Rather than being solely driven by sex, most gay men spend more
time in mundane pursuits of sleeping and earning a living. However this does not fit
the image of the homosexual that the dominant society would like to believe and
"cause it to speak through explicit articulation and endlessly accumulated detail"

16.

The dominant society seems to have a fascination with gay activity which is evinced
l4 pp 180 Knight Dr John F. Everything a Teenage Boy Should Know .
Signs. Warburton. 1973
15 pp 183 Knight 1973
16 pp 18 Foucault1976
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in the huge number of heterosexual people who want to attend and participate in the
party after the Sydney Gay and Lesbian Mardi Gras

17 .

Increasing the visibility of gay men and lesbians, through activities like The Sydney
Gay and Lesbian Mardi Gras have been central to the emancipation of t he
homosexual in the western world since the 1960s. There had been a price to pay for
invisibility. Censorship is a powerful tool of dominant culture, to make something
invisible is to make it disappear. As Foucault points out in his "Logic of Censorship

11

"one must not talk about what is forbidden until it is annulled from reality; what is
inexistent has no right to show itself, even in the order of speech where its existence
is declared; and that which must be kept silent about is banished from reality ...

II

18

Coming out is a term used to describe the process of gay men and women announcing
to the world that they are gay. Recently the sitcom star Ellen De Generos came out
on her television program "Ellen". There were a record number of viewers in the
United States watching that episode. The religious right was against the episode
being televised and tried to use their political and economic muscle to stop it. They
had good reason to be worried as it is visibility that has won gay men and women
much of the freedom from oppression that they enjoy today. Coming out not only
destroys the image of the homosexual as the weakling that is bound to fail but takes
away the power of dominant society to oppress homosexuals. Once a person's sexual
orientation is no longer a secret those who seek to maintain power through
censorship lose their power.

17 pp 21 Galbraith Larry. In The Eye of the Storm.
In: Outrage. March 1995.
18 pp 84 Foucault 1976
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Gay Art

"It used to be its flamboyance that characterised the connection between art and
homosexuality now its HIV AIDS." This opening statement in the exhibition
catalogue for "You Are Here" by Noel Frankham identifies two types of art which are
associated with homosexuals but denies, for example, a history of homo erotic art
that goes back to the Terra sigillata pots of the ancient Greeks.

Without acknowledging the homosexuality of the artist, the homo eroticism of work
by Michelangelo and Da Vinci cannot be denied. With the invention of photography
homo erotic photographs were produced for private circulation but it was not until
the post war liberalisation and the Stonewall riots that a positive gay identity began
to form.

Frankham mentions two forms of art; flamboyant art and political art. Flamboyant
art or camp art has been associated with homosexuals. 'The phenomenon of "camp"
had long before entered the mainstream academic discourse as the token legitimate
aesthetic sensibility identified with homosexuality'' 19. It may have been the invention
of homosexuals, but camp is not only produced by homosexuals, the work of J eff
Koons for example is high camp, even the heterosexual pornographic pictures of Jeff
Koons and his wife Chicilina are camp. In her 1964 essay, "Notes on Camp", Susan
Sontag wrote, " The Hallmark of Camp is the spirit of extravagance ... Camp is art
that proposes itself seriously, but cannot be taken a ltogether seriously because it is
too much"

20 .

There is a multitude of art that fits this description which is art not

made by homosexuals.

19

pp 5 Blake 1995
pp 112 Sontag S. Notes on Camp
In: A Susan Sontag Reader.
Vintage Books. New York. 1993.
20
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"Lesbian and Gay artist s have been with us since the invention of representation but
it is only since the emergence of the politics of representation that they h ave been
allowed to participate in the cultural agenda"

21 .

Political a rt while prov;ding a focu s

and an avenue for protest , is art that is for the moment, when it is out of date it is
out of context and loses its meaning. Political a r t by gay artists has left critics
feeling they have been manipulated by the emotional issues and therefore are unable
to evaluate the art critically, as was evidenced by the critical silence after the
exhibition, Art in the Age of AIDS 22

.

There can be homo-erotic art or art made to express a gay political agenda but to say
there is gay art is to say that there is something implicit in the art that defines its
creator, that is to say "A basic presupposition underlying the t erm "Gay Art" in its
most frequent u sage is the claim that a mimetic identity necessarily exists between
the work of art and its creator" 23, this then gives credence to the assertion that, "it
(homosexuality) was a secret that always gave itself away"

24 .

Being gay is only one

aspect of a person's personality - there is a multiplicity of factors far more complex
than just one's sexuality that drives a person's desire to make art. "Just as the
manifestations of sexual desire and behaviour are multifarious and mutable, so, too,
are the reflections of those desires and behaviours in art"

25

2! pp 19 Sunil Gupta. Gay Art in the UK, Past, Present and Future.
In: You Are Here.
Institute of Modern Art. Brisbane. 1992.
22 pp 62 O'Donnell Marcus. Outrage Art Chat
In: Outrage. September 1995.
23 pp 3 1992 Phillips David. Homomimesis.
In: You Are Here.
Intitute of Modern Art. Brisbane. 1992
24 pp 43 Foucault 1976
25 pp 6 Blake 1995
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Darwin

The pattern and nature of settlement in the Northern Territory have had an impact
on the formation of the gay identity in Darwin.

Darwin has long been accepted as a

frontier town, this, coupled with the influence of the Second World \\< ar. two major
cyclones and the relative isolation and size of the city have all contributed towards
forming a gay sub culture that is different in many ways from other provincial towns
in Australia

26 .

In Darwin until recently men outnumbered women. Darwin's isolation, the Second
World War and the devastation it suffered during Cyclone Tracy in 1974 have all lead
to a town with an identity crisis, a town where masculinity was valued but women
were scarce. Anecdotal accounts describe lots of homosexual activity in Darwin
during the Second World War. Not so much a gay scene but a situation where men
were keen to have sex and the only opportunity to do it was with each other. A
situation described by gay men at the time as distinctly desirable.

27

After the devastation of Cyclone Tracy most people were evacuated from the city,
leaving only essential personnel, the army, medical officers, and builders to reestablish the city. It was not long before the general population began to return to
Darwin. Anecdotal evidence shows us that there was an active gay party scene at
this time.

Hodge D. Did You See Any Malagas?
Little Gem. Darwin. 1993.
27 Hodge 1993

26
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AIDS has taken its toll in Darwin both personally and collectively. In the late 1980's.
much later than in other parts of the country, the first AIDS case in Darvrin was
made public by the NT News and a furore followed. Public anger was manifested in
the AIDS Council being refused premises, gay venues being closed down. a campaign
to close down the Darwin beats (public places where men go to have sex)

2~

and in

violence against gay men in public places29 .

In the late 1980's, with a few key organisations and individuals as its focus, gays in
Darwin formed a stronger community than ever before. Darwin's gay community
rallied to fight attempts to water down Equal Opportunity legislation and came out to
fight against discriminatory propaganda spread by extremist churches such as "The
Potters House". The importance of being visible was, and is, understood by
prominent member s of Darwin's gay community. A gay community float will fea ture
again in the Darwin Festival parade this year. On a social level, som e venues remain
constant, others survive while there are motivated people to ensure th at they exist
but by far the most important place for gay men to socialise in Darwin is in their
homes and in the homes of their friends. The outdoor lifestyle h as long been accepted
as one of Darwin's great advantages. A major feature of Darwin house architecture,
particularly in the older suburbs, is the blurring of the boundary between the inside
and the outside, public and private.

There is extended debate in both Gay and Queer circles about the uses and meanings
of the private, closeted or interior space as opposed to the public, out, exterior s pace .
In larger centres gay men could, if they choose, live within the gay community with

little interaction with the broader community. Becau se of the size of Darwin and its
gay community this is not possible. In Darwin as in other small centres gay men
rely on the broader community for most of their needs and live in suburbs that are
predominantly heterosexual. One of the privileges that gay men have always had is
the privilege of choosing whom they share the knowledge of their gayness with.
28

NT News April 27 1991

29 Sunday Territorian Nov 29 1992
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Because of the open design of Darwin houses and the use of the garden a s an
extension of the house gay men can find themselves in the potentially threatening
position that their neighbours know and are involved in their intimate business.
which may evoke violent responses from less tolerant neighbours.

\·isibilitY m

Darwin for gay men is sometimes not a choice.

The Work
Throughout history people have created liminal zones around them. Walls are liminal
zones designed to contain living spaces and keep out intrusions. If the wall occupies
liminal space (liminal from the Latin word limen 'boundary or threshold') the windows
and doors are the point at which passage through the liminal zone occurs. Gay men
are part of marginalised groups who cross liminal space to be simultaneously
members of two or more culturally distinct groups.

This body of work is primarily about the place at which communication occurs, the
liminal zone where private space crosses into public space. The materials I have
used, steel, wood and glass are important because they define this point of interface
and are signifiers for place. However the most importa nt aspect of the work is the
interchange from public to private space and how that is influenced by the barriers
created to control that interchange.

Early works incorporated rough cut jagged glass and a fluorescent light source. Light
passed through the glass and was distorted and refracted. The glass was stacked
tight and only the light that passed through the glass itself passed from one space to
the other. The jagged nature of the glass twisted and distorted the light and while
beautiful, these pieces were packed with menacing undertones. More in keeping with
Darwin architecture and as a response to the practical considerations of taking an
exhibition to Thailand, I moved from stacks of h eavy glass to light weight material
17

such as pine and fly screen. The subsequent use of building materials allowed me to
increase the size of my work so that it was on a real life scale.

This body of work is designed to be sited in Darwin's urban landsca pe. The work
references the architectural style once preferred in Darwin. This style is still evident
in older suburbs and in buildings specifically designed for Darwin's climate using

appropriate technology. The Darwin house has a particular character of is own _lO .
The typical old Darwin house is elevated from the ground. It is long and narrow and
rather than having a verandah all the way around as in the Queensland style there is
usually a veranda at one end. A timber or steel frame with lightweight cladding of
metal or asbestos sheeting is most commonly used. While louvres are used in other
parts of Australia they are a ubiquitous part of the classic Darwin house. As the
house is long and usually only one room wide, louvres on both the north and south
sides of the house allow for cross flow ventilation. The house is aligned with its long
axis running east west so that the smallest walls face the setting and rising sun .

A description of the classic Darwin house is important in considering my work as the
work references Darwin domestic architecture. I have used building materials in m y
works as indicators of place. By using building materials I have been able to upscale
and produce wor k that is more durable and able to be displayed outside.

While my work would not be considered minimalist, t he work of some "Minimalists"
has greatly influenced me. I have been particularly impressed by the light sculptures
of James Turrell. The exquisite theatricality of Turrell's work draws me to it31

•

Theatricality in my work is intentional. The lighting for the work is as much a part of
the work as the glass and wood. In "Bedroom" I use soft lighting to create m yste ry,
the slow movement of the light invites the viewer to slow down, even to meditate on
the work.

The lights moving past the screen panels are like car lights shining

30 Carment David Looking at Darwin's Past: Material Evidence of European Settlement in
Tropical Australia, . North Australia Research Unit, The Aust ralian National Universi ty.
Darwin, 1996
31 Turrell James "Fundacion la Cai.xa" Madrid. 1993.
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through lace curtains over fly screened windows. The languid pace of the moving light
reflects the slower pace of life in Darwin where the oppressive humidity encourages
people to do things at a more subdued pace.

Dan Flavin u ses light to distort the perception of space. In a work designed for the
Chinta Foundation he also used barriers, the F luorescent tubes serve the dual
purpose of light source and barrier32 . In my works barriers take t he form of windows
or doors. The perception of the space on the other side of the barrier is distorted or
ambiguous. In Dan Graham's "Pavilions" the viewer becomes a participant in the
work and as these works are made from semi transparent mirrors there is an
ambiguity about the way in which the image is perceived. "The relation of inside to
outside, because of the perceptual properties of the materials constituting the
pavilions, is in constant flux, dependent upon the clouds, sun and environmental
feat ures. These alterations in turn effect the perceptions of the viewers, their
perceptions

of themselves,

of other

spectators,

of the

landscape,

the

material/structure of the pavilion"32 · In "The Living Room" a multitude of double
sided mirrored louvres reflect the surrounding buildings, the plants, the ground and
the sky. A person moving close to the work becomes part of it as their disjointed
image is reflected by the mirrored louvres. In the end it is not clear what the viewer
is seeing, whether it is real or a reflection, real or an illusion.

Subdued lighting makes it difficult to immediately ascertain how "Bedr oom" is
constructed. Only on closer inspection is it revealed that the door frames are made of
Cypress Pine, a local wood used extensively in Darwin buildings. The frames house fly
screens evocative of tropical nights with in sects buzzing against the screens. The
flimsy fly screens offering some protection from the steamy tropical night while
allowing a wisp of breeze to penetrate. Paper pulp has been thrown onto the screens,
close up it brings to mind fine white doilies, from a distance it looks like great gobs of
some thick white liquid. The light slowly turns behind the screens and projects an
32 http://www.chinta.org/englishltext_news_untitled_flavin .html
32 http://www .ghw .chigraham l_e.htm
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ever changing image on the walls of the gallery. The silhouette of the viewer is cast
on the wall with the pattern of the paper and the viewer becomes a participant in the
scene. Eventually an opening allowing the viewer to pass behind the screen becomes
apparent. The viewer is invited to share the secrets of the "Bedroom-.

Dan Graham's Pavilions develop in direct reference to the a rea in which they will be
displayed 33 · His work not only reflects its surronnding but sheds new light on it. My
works directly reference their surroundings, away from their points of reference they
would be read completely differently. Some of my early small mirrored works were
displayed in galleries, they reflected the banal walls and ceiling of the gallery. as the
sculptures were mainly made of mirrors what ever is reflected in the mirrors
becomes a dominant part of the work, if the mirror sculptures were displayed in the
desert they would reflect that landscape and sky scape and take on the particular
nature of the desert. As the work is about suburban Darwin it is important for this
dialogue that the work is placed within that context.

"Bedroom" was designed to be installed in the Woods Street Gallery but when the
work was installed it became apparent that modifications would have to be made to
both the work and the gallery. The shadows from the paper on the screens were
always an important part of the piece and it was necessary to alter the entrances to
the gallery to exclude as much daylight as possible so the shadows could be clearly
seen. Initially I used over-head lighting but the shadows were cast down onto the
floor. The lights were lowered to make the shadows loom across the walls above the
work.

The body of work for my Master of Fine Arts evolved over a period of several years
as an exploration of the themes private and public, subculture and dominant culture.
Along the way practical considerations such as the transportation of a body of work
to Thailand for exhibition and the availability and cost of materials helped to shape

33
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its development. Works displayed in the exhibition "Reflective Barriers" are part of
a larger body of work, some of which are now in the collection of the Aus tralian
Embassy in Bangkok. The exhibition "Reflective Barriers'' was intended as an
installation rather than a group of objects, the inclusion of other works would ha\'E'
detracted from the installation.

As this body of work developed it became clear that a lot of the issues tha t \\·ere
important to the gay sub culture were also important to other parts of the
community, although not always for the same reasons. For exa mple pri vacy 1s a
common concern for most members of the community, as a r e issues of safety. Gay
men don't discr eetly occupy one space in the broader culture. They exist across the
boundaries of the culture and it is not surprising therefore that many of their issues
are also the issues of the broader community. The work then is not abou t the
barriers that define a sub culture, it would be impossible to define the gay subcul t ure,
but about the way in which the members of and t h e influence of the sub-cu ltur e
cross the boundaries t hat seek to define it.

Conclusion

This paper set out to investigate the western homosexua l subculture within
dominant culture and discusses issues relevan t to the construction of the
homosexual and how the homosexual man exists within society today. It has
achieved this by discussing the 19th century construct of the homosexual and how
this has influenced the contemporary view of t he homosexual, the basic elements of
subcultures and how the homosexual subculture coexist s within dominant culture .
Based on the construction of the homosexual t his paper goes on to discuss the
existence of Gay art. The paper describes elements of the history of t he homosexual
subculture in Darwin with particular emphasis on its interaction "W;th t he broader
Darwin community and how this interaction is r eflected in the development of my
work.
21
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Fig 1 "Bed Room" Installed at The Woods Street Gallery.
Height 2.4m Width Bm, cypress pine, fly screen, paper pulp, mirror.

Fig 2 "Bed Room" Installed at The Woods Street Gallery.
Height 2.4m Width Bm, cypress pine, fly screen, paper pulp, mirror.
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Fig 3 "Bed Room" Installed at The Woods Street Ga llery.
Height 2.4m Width Bm,cypress pine, fly screen, paper pulp, mirror.

Fig 4 "Bed Room" (detail) Inst alled at The Woods St reet Gallery.
Height 2.4m Width Bm,cypress pine, fly screen, paper pulp, mirror.
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Fig 5 "Living Room" Installed at The Woods Street Gal lery.
Height 2.4m Width 2m, mirror, aluminium, gal vanised iron.
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Fig 6 "Living Room" Installed at The Woods Street Gallery.
Height 2.4m Width 2m, mirror, aluminium, galva nised iron.
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Fig 7 "Living Room, Installed at The Woods Street Gallery.
Height 2.4m Width 2m, mirror, aluminium, galuanised iron.
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F ig 8 "Living Room" Installed at The Woods Street Gallery.
H eight 2.4m Width 2m, mirror, alurninium, gal ual!l sed iron.
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